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A    , Composition Stud-

ies evolved as a discipline through a series of paradigm shifts over the
past forty or fifty years. Under the mode of “current-traditional rhetoric,”
which prevailed into the s, writing instruction was chiefly a matter of
correcting grammar and mastering rhetorical conventions. Beginning in
the late s, with the rejection of institutional authority characterizing
much social movement of that decade, the focus of writing instruction
shifted toward the student writer as a person: through attention to the
writing process over the written product, the discovery and cultivation of
the writer’s self or voice through written expression would help liberate her
from the authority of rules and conventions (grammatical, rhetorical, and
by implication social). Such a mission grew increasingly important as open
admissions policies of the s increased the ranks of non-traditional
and less-well-prepared students in university classrooms. By the early
s, however, composition scholars grew critical of this once progressive
expressivist or process-oriented paradigm. Notions of the writer finding
her individual voice as a means of asserting the self ’s autonomy seemed
naive in the face of social realities. Student writers came to be seen as much
if not more constructed by various authorizing voices than by their own
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voices. us, postprocess pedagogies sought to help students to recognize
the social, cultural, and institutional situatedness of their writing.
ere are close and distant parallels to be drawn, I think, between this
disciplinary narrative and those that could be constructed for other areas
of language, literature, and literacy studies: English, Creative Writing, Literary eory, Linguistics, Communications, and so on. For example, current traditional approaches to composition clearly have a parallel in New
Critical approaches to literature. By contrast, so-called Language Poetry as
it emerged in the academy in the s presented a critique of individual
voice and expression and the workshop model of confessional narrative
poetry at the heart of much Creative Writing pedagogy. Language Poetry
also paralleled the rise of theory in English departments: while historically
coterminous with the ascendancy of expressivist pedagogy in the s
and s, theory likewise challenged the very notions of a cohesive self
independent of social forces that seemed so central to voicist rhetoric and
metaphors in composition.
Such parallels and intersections between and within the disciplines
can be most productively considered when they help us understand and
contextualize our work in new ways. And so, to the question of the role
voice and voice metaphors can and should play in composition studies and
pedagogy, this essay proposes a new perspective, one from a neglected
and therefore perhaps surprising creative writing subgenre: text-sound
poetry. Emerging in part from s avant-garde efforts in multimedia and
musical composition, text-sound poetry features recordings of spoken text
that can then be subject to manipulation or collaging with other sounds,
images, etc. I will consider here recorded excerpts of three different textsound pieces. “Come to Free the Words” was first executed in  by
Brion Gysin, with whose work Caroline Bergvall has recently engaged,
recording her own version of “Come to Free the Words” as well as a new
piece in direct response to it. As I will show, these three text-sound works
( tracks , , and ) offer useful insights into the efficacy of “voice”
in thinking about and teaching writing: between process and postprocess,
between academic voice and the student’s attempt to master it, Bergvall’s
work envisions a “subvoicive” third way.
Before considering her work, I want to flesh out the terms and stakes of
this debate a bit further, starting with one possible implication in the disciplinary history sketched above, namely that Composition Studies, having
moved through its current traditional and process-oriented modes, now
operates in a fully postprocess mode. In fact, nothing could be further from
the case. Disciplinary histories are of course rarely linear, with emergent,
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dominant, and residual formations (to use the parlance of Raymond Williams) always existing contemporaneously, and while postprocess critiques
such as those by David Bartholomae and Patricia Bizzell have nuanced
our notions of voice considerably they have hardly eliminated processoriented concepts altogether. In fact, a thoroughgoing reconsideration of
voice will be upon us if Peter Elbow, one of its most ardent defenders, has
anything to do with it. “Voice used to be a hot critical term in the pages of
the journals,” he writes in a recent issue of College English, “but our current
scholarly conversation has gone rather quiet. I think there’s something to
be gained if we reawaken the discussion” ().
I agree. And while I cannot rehearse the full extent of the conversation
here, as others have so admirably done (see Berlin, Hairston, and Harris), I
want to suggest the general contours of what scholars have characterized
as writing that has “voice” versus writing that lacks it by considering three
statements from the late s and early s, when the real foundation
of voicist pedagogy was being laid.
Consistent, trustworthy, and solid writing—not dull writing,
however—comes only when the writer has found his own voice
and is thus writing sincerely. (Elbow, “Reply” ).
In good writing, voice is the liberated expression of a human
being who is deeply committed to what he is saying.… “[V]oice”
is a reflection of the speaking voice, but it is a refinement of
that instrument that brings out the spirit of the person and
cuts out that chaff in his prose.… Once the student finds his
own “voice,” he attains an honesty of selfhood in his prose that
distinguishes it from the duty-driven drivel that he sometimes
submits as a theme. (Hamalian –)
e development of an authentic voice is a natural consequence of self-discovery. As you begin to find out who you are
and what you think and to be comfortable with the person you
are, you learn to trust your own voice in your writing.… Your
authentic voice is that authorial voice which sets you apart
from every living human being despite the common or shared
experiences you have with many others. (Stewart )
A fairly consistent set of oppositions can be drawn from these three claims.
On the one hand, voice yields writing that is consistent, trustworthy, solid,
sincere, committed, honest, authentic, and true to the person and his
spirit, liberated and liberating, utterly individualistic. On the other hand,
and implied if not stated outright, writing that lacks voice is inconsistent,
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half-hearted, dishonest, deceitful, fraudulent, disingenuous, inauthentic,
false, repressively “duty-driven.”
Any number of problems exist with such starkly drawn contrasts, not
the least of which Elbow himself recently points out:
e concept of voice tricks many students and would-be writers into believing that, if they can achieve “their own unique
voice,” they will, by definition, be good writers.… It reinforces
a powerful cultural assumption that we have single, unique
unchanging selves; that we are not “written” or need not be
written by the culture around us; that our goal in life is to learn
to be the unique individuals that we inherently are. ()
And in college and university writing, the cultural force many students find
that challenges their unchanging individuality is the voice of the university
itself, as conveyed in academic discourse. “To speak with authority,” writes
David Bartholomae, a leading postprocess critic, student writers
have to speak not only in another’s voice but through another’s
code; and they not only have to do this, they have to speak in
the voice and through the codes of those of us with power
and wisdom; and they not only have to do this, they have to
do it before they know what they are doing, before they have
a project to participate in, and before, at least in terms of our
disciplines, they have anything to say. ()
ese are mighty tall orders: essentially we are asking our students, in
certain kinds of academic writing, to be unscripted ventriloquists.
Viewed in this light, where precisely do we locate voice? “We have
a choice,” Elbow claims, “about how to think about written language:
through the lens of text or that of voice” (). He argues finally for a
“both/and” approach over an “either/or” approach—that proponents and
critics of voice need not be all right or all wrong all the time, and that both
views can be equally valid depending on the given situation. But are the
concepts of voice and text really appropriate to the tasks of unscripted
ventriloquism we often pose to our students with the various writing
assignments we give?
Located precisely at this juncture of voice and text is where I find
text-sound poetry, and Caroline Bergvall’s recent efforts in it, to be so
instructive. Writing here is voiced: a text is written, and a voice reading the
text is recorded and can then be subjected to subsequent editing, mixing,
and/or collaging with other sounds. Historically, this kind of work owes
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itself to the invention of magnetic tape in the late s and that technology’s subsequent exploitation by composers like Pierre Schaeffer, Pierre
Boulez, and Karlheinz Stockhausen in the creation of musique concrète:
audio recordings of “non-musical” sounds that could then be arranged
and manipulated just like the instruments of a symphony orchestra. e
recently deceased sound and visual poet Henri Chopin was perhaps the
first to apply the techniques of musique concrète to voiced text, while
Bergvall’s recent work pays direct homage not to Chopin but to the British
visual and verbal artist Brion Gysin.
Gysin is well-known for introducing William Burroughs to the collage
or cut-up approach to literary composition in . “Writing is fifty years
behind painting,” Gysin famously declared in “Cut-Ups Self-Explained,” a
manifesto published five years later in the Evergreen Review. “I propose to
apply the painters’ techniques to writing,” he continued, “things as simple
and immediate as collage or montage. Cut right through the pages of any
book or newsprint … lengthwise, for example, and shuffle the columns of
text. Put them together at hazard and read the newly constituted message”
(). Dadaist Tristan Tzara had of course offered an identical proposition
some forty years previous, but Gysin expanded upon this simple assertion
in several ways.
Gysin’s first cut-up poems were famously accidental, slicing through
a pile of newspapers while cutting a mount for a drawing. According to
Jason Weiss, “[T]he cut-up offered a way of breaking through a writer’s
own controlling consciousness, to open one’s patterns of thought to the
subversive will of language” (). His permutation poems followed shortly
thereafter, turning the calculated disorder of collage into a means for
ordering and exhausting meaning with mathematical precision. His first
such permutation poem, running seemingly every possible combination
of the words “I Am at I Am,” the divine tautology from Exodus :, led
to a remarkable discovery, as he told Weiss in : “[A]s soon as I did this
[recombined the words of the sentence], it asked a question. ‘I am that, am
I?’ So then I turned the next one, and I said, ‘Oh, all the way along it has to
do this’ ” (Back
Back ). In other words, Gysin’s permutational collage shows
how the ultimate ontological assertion is still a function of grammar—one
is reminded of Nietzsche’s assertion in Twilight of the Idols, “I am afraid we
are not getting rid of God because we still believe in grammar!” ()—and
that disrupting grammar enables an insistent ontological and ultimately
human question to emerge from within divine assertion.
Second, Gysin had the benefit of technology at his disposal that Tzara
did not. Gysin’s “Pistol Poem,” for example, makes use of recordings of a
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pistol-shot made by a  sound effects lab, rerecorded from five different
distances (one to five yards). “ese reports,” Gysin recounts, “were run
through their possible permutations and laid in sound layers with my voice
speaking the numbers” (Kuri ). It is initially rather shocking to listen to,
as gunshots occur in regular intervals but at altogether irregular levels of
volume. But underneath all this is Gysin’s calm voice intoning the word
“one,” “two,” “three,” “four,” or “five” immediately after each shot, according
to the distance from which the shot has been recorded. Far from a mere
exercise, this piece is quite instructive: spoken language helps order and
make sense of the seemingly random chaos of our listening experience;
each word essentially grounds the sound experience of the fired shots.
Gysin’s pioneering work in text-sound poetry has demonstrated how
the treatment of language with different technologies—from the simple
cut-up and collage so familiar from the visual arts to the juxtaposition of
spoken words with other sounds—can reveal other orders of experience
than the ones to which we are accustomed, as well as challenge our traditional understandings of self, language, and the relation between them.
As such, it stands as a consummate avant-garde gesture; at the same
time, these works also preceded the significant social movements of the
s that advanced the rights of racial and gender minorities. Caroline
Bergvall’s work, as I will show, updates Gysin’s work, not punitively but
very much in homage: in addition to performing an utterly faithful rendition of Gysin’s “Come to Free the Words,” Bergvall has also composed and
performed a piece that revises Gysin—one that recognizes Gysin’s initial
challenges to self and language while opening further lines of inquiry into
the very nature of identity and writing.
Gysin’s “Come to Free the Words” was first executed in  but not
published until , when it was included on an  record entitled  +
:  American Text Sound Pieces. is text-sound piece features Gysin
making aphoristic proclamations about artistic creation accompanied
by the sounds of someone writing on a chalkboard: “I am this painter
Brion Gysin,” he proclaims haltingly, and as you accustom yourself to the
interplay between text and sound you can begin to visualize the hand
forming the block letters of each word as it is spoken: a single stroke for
“I,” three strokes for “A,” four for “M,” and so on. What the juxtaposition
of text and sound immediately demonstrates is the time lag between the
spoken and written word: we can speak much faster than the hand can
write. e complete text of “Come to Free the Words” consists of the following sixty-five words in (depending on how the spoken text is meant to
be punctuated) eight sentences:
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I am this painter Brion Gysin. is is the poet Brion Gysin. You
don’t owe poets a thing. is poet is in my image. is image
has no words. He has no words of his very own. Painters mean
to change the world: the shape of an apple, the color of a tree.
Poets come to free the words, not to chain them in phrases.
e text can easily be read in under thirty seconds and yet as text-sound
runs over seven times that length, due entirely to the labour of writing. In
a sort of critique of Derrida avant la lettre, Gysin shows that speech is at
the very least far more efficient than writing.
But this is to say nothing of the content of the piece which, in spite
of its brevity, manages to make a substantial critique of representational
codes in language. e opening identity claims, “I am this painter Brion
Gysin” and “is is the poet Brion Gysin,” immediately open up a host of
contradictions—between subject and object, first and third person, visual
and linguistic representation. is confounding is further substantiated
in “Cut-Ups Self-Explained” as well as in “Unpublished Notes on Painting,” both formulated around , texts which directly echo “Come to
Free the Words”:
e poets are supposed to liberate the words—not to chain
them in phrases. Poets have no words “of their very own.”
Writers don’t own their words. Since when do words belong
to anybody. “Your very own words,” indeed! And who are you?
(Back
Back )
e visible world has been flooded, inundated with reproduced
images. How many hundred thousand images have you seen
today? Art records the word the Light writes in Space. Painters
want to write a new world. (Back
Back –)
Here I am primarily interested in his claim that language belongs to all
and none, a claim that strikes a curious, even contradictory stance relative
to expressivist and postprocess pedagogies. at is, while Gysin’s philosophy of language seems to discount the possibilities of personal voice
and expression, his mode of rhetorical address here continually asserts
identity- and truth-claims (“I am …,” “is is …”, “He has …”).
ese assertions become even more evident when considered in light
of this piece’s tone and manner of delivery—qualities, to use Elbow’s
distinction, of the voice in this piece rather than of its text. Gysin’s halting manner of delivery, necessitated by the writing of the words on the
chalkboard, creates a great deal of suspense as we wait for these proclamations to be unfurled word by word; it also adds an air of formality and
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gravity to the proceedings as well. Certain words and statements receive
an emphasis in the performance they might not earn as mere written text:
the decisive period placed at the end of the statement “is is the poet
Brion Gysin,” for example. e word “this” is almost always given a rising
intonation, as if to heighten anticipation that the deictic pronoun will
obtain a referent; personal pronouns, by contrast, are almost always given
a declarative emphasis as if to point directly to the person being addressed.
e phrases “has no words” and “no words of his very own” might have
appeared in caps, given Gysin’s emphasis on them.
Beyond the nuances of emphasis, one cannot underestimate the writing on the chalkboard and how this places “Come to Free the Words” itself
in a pedagogical if not altogether classroom context. Chalkboards, or their
modern-day equivalent of dry-erase whiteboards, are definitional to the
instructional context. e effect of the combined sound and text here is
unmistakable: Gysin is the voice of authority professing aesthetic and
philosophical truths for the benefit and edification of his audience. And it
is again a contradictory stance: at the very moment his text pronounces on
the communal and egalitarian properties of language, and on poets as the
means of language’s emancipation, here is Gysin the pedagogue lecturing
us with the truths of his words. Gysin himself is likely not unaware of this
contradiction: the tone in which he delivers words like “thing,” “image,”
“apple,” and “tree” suggests that Gysin is in some instances humouring us
and himself with his didacticism.
Into these fissures of self and the ontology of writing that Gysin’s piece
opens up, Caroline Bergvall’s work jumps headlong—not to resolve them
neatly, I think, but to offer a richer understanding of the stakes involved
in these matters. She has recorded her own performance of “Come to Free
the Words” with remarkable accuracy and fidelity to Gysin’s original tones
and inflections. Both homage and critique, Bergvall’s rendition gives lie to
Gysin’s: in her rendition, she, the speaker, is clearly not who it is the text
claims her to be. “I am this painter Brion Gysin,” says a woman’s voice, recognizably that of Caroline Bergvall: as a pretender to this claim of identity,
she undercuts any grounds upon which authority itself (in general, and
male pedagogical authority in particular) might rest. If what Gysin the
pedagogue dictates is true, then Gysin the liberator must ultimately win
the day, because his words are not his own and thus may be appropriated
by Bergvall. Conversely, they are not “Bergvall’s words” but Gysin’s, and
however much her performance of the piece intends to usurp the authority of the speaking voice, she must ultimately find herself in the position
of Bartholomae’s college writing students: “To speak with authority, they
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have to speak not only in another’s voice but through another’s code,” in
this case, Gysin’s voice and the code of Western mimesis.
While I seem to have painted a no win picture for individual expression and voicist pedagogy alike, Bergvall’s own text-sound piece, “Ride
[After Gysin],” does, I think, offer a way out. e print text, published in
xconnect, an online journal hosted by the University of Pennsylvania’s
Kelly Writers House, unfortunately fails to capture the piece’s most salient
feature, namely her replacement of Gysin’s chalkboard motif with the
scratching sounds of a pen writing words upon paper. It’s a subtle shift that
has profound implications. First, it removes the piece from the rhetoric
of pedagogical performance and locates it squarely in a private, meditative space: we are not being lectured with aesthetic and philosophical
pronouncements here but are instead privy to a “writing out loud” that is
intended primarily for the writer herself. As such, she allows herself the
liberty of editing and correcting herself as she speaks her writing.
Error and ambiguity are, in fact, central to the spoken performance in
ways that elude the printed text:
I’m catching a ride with friends
ere’s a few of us
is is a ride
It’s ridden when you ride
You’re ridden if you ride
If I am I am
I am if I am ridden
Riding rides the rider
Once a rider ride
Yet once the riding rides
Get rid of the rider
is is a difficult
is is a very difficult thing to do
Mainly I ride what I
Mainly I ride who I know
Mainly I’m ridden
And I don’t know
What is lost in print is the irresolvable play in Bergvall’s pronunciation of
“ride,” which nearly always sounds indistinguishable from “write.” e same
holds true for the cognates rider/writer, ridden/written, riding/writing.
riding/writing
Again, this subtle play has profound implications. rough it we recognize
that writing is a ride on more than just metaphors: it gets us from one place
to another, it can be an adventure filled with a sense of the unknown and
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the unpredictable, it can also be an addition or amendment to an existing
text (as in the legal sense of “rider”) or even like a tempestuous lover (as
“rider” is understood in blues vernacular).
Bergvall’s “Ride” in fact makes a strong case for the expression of a
personal voice in writing: one that claims authority on its own terms and
not through some set of external or arbitrary conventions. In fact, “Ride”
flaunts conventions at every turn: it is replete with false starts, hesitations,
and missteps that are not emended or excised but remain indelibly a part
of the writing. Moreover, the recursions of the phrase “if I am” ring beautifully in light of the divine tautology that so fascinated Gysin, replacing an
identity claim in the firm indicative with one in the uncertain conditional.
Philosophically, the directive to “Get rid of the rider [writer]” might place
the text in league with Roland Barthes’s death of the author were it not
for the immediately subsequent admission that, as a faithful transcript of
the audio rendition might read, “
is is difficult … is is a very difficult
thing to do.” Not just philosophically, the text is also pedagogically challenged: “Write what you know” is a cardinal tenet of expressivism, and
yet no sooner does Bergvall ape this point (“Mainly I ride [write] who
I know”) than social constructivism returns to the unknowingly duped
subject: “Mainly I’m ridden [written] but don’t know.”
I find Bergvall’s “Ride” a decisively subversive and ultimately “subvoicive” text not only for poetry but for composition studies as well: undercutting a single authorizing voice with the softer tones of a provisional,
multivalent, personal voice, Bergvall shows how expressivist and postprocess paradigms of writing instruction each offer us useful insights. “Ride”
recognizes and challenges, in postprocess spirit, the traditional (male)
voice of authorizing discourse, and yet it mounts that challenge with a
highly personal writing that has long been the hallmark of expressivism.
us, text-sound poetry, specifically that of Gysin and Bergvall, reads as
an allegory for writing instruction itself, insisting that our paradigms need
not be pitted against one another in a winner-take-all approach and that a
third way would provisionally adopt elements of either or both depending
on a given situation.
But I want to suggest too a reading and use of text-sound poetry
that has literal ramifications for composition studies as well. In this case,
Bergvall’s work, rather than offering a third way mediating between two
apparent irreconcilables, encourages us to develop and use other multimodal explorations and evaluations of writing by and with our students—
ones that become increasingly feasible the more that audio, visual, and
multimedia technologies and platforms become central to the classroom.
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As Margaret Price has recently written in the context of composition and
disability studies,
We must recognize that critical thinking is not something that
can be absorbed and then enacted in a single, final text. Instead,
it emerges in the relationships between parts of a palimtext. In
other words, instead of being found “in” a text, critical thinking is more likely to be found in the larger and more chaotic
setting of a fuller palimtext (for example, multiple drafts
accompanied by reflective writing, readers’ responses, and
oral commentary). ()
e subvoicive “writing out loud” of Bergvall’s text-sound poetry will
not likely meet the unanimous approval of writing program directors any
time soon, and I am not naive enough to think otherwise; however, as more
of our daily life is mediated by computers and the internet, more and different kinds of technological intervention into the teaching of writing are
bound to occur. Might a student’s streaming video lifecast one day find its
way into a writing portfolio? Increasingly such a possibility is thinkable.
And while we might presently have little idea how such a text might be
evaluated in the context of Freshman Composition, we would do best not
to let such unknowing provide the excuse for further ignoring multimodal
texts and instead give them the earnest consideration they deserve.
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